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Nice phrase, but that is about it Nice phrase, but that's about it. The others is definitely platitudes
that I assume you need to hear again sometimes. Five Stars Actually helpful in concetrating tour
concentrate on the future Catchy and Fairly Useful This book goes after a significant topic for those
of us entering our Retirement years; It includes a lot of good stuff to take into account as you head
into retirement or want to "succeed" at retirement. Worth a look. Underwhelmed Some useful
information but you have to go through a whole lot of repeats and fluff before you can it. Simple
premise. And lengthy sections where you perform self analysis and reviews of interests. But, on the
other hand, is there a better way to consider the future? Can't evidence read. The exercises are
quite useful in assisting you analyze what is satisfying to you and motivating you to ultimately take
action., but currently the authors have provided a lot of food for thought and concrete ways for
getting where I have to proceed. Really? Overall, worthy of reading. Two Stars Useless Rewire
review We haven't finished Don't Retire, Rewire!On the cover, "Fulfilling" is misspelled. Three Stars Ok
just what I wanted Helpful in planning life after the gold watch This is among the better books I've
read on planning for life after 'work'. At least my profession hasn't. Missed this? Most of us haven't
acquired a profession that enables us to travel the globe while contemplating what another steps will
be. Proof reading counts, doesn't it? My quibbles are small - the 1st two chapters are so
predictable and repetitive that I acquired bored and almost quit reading, and, extremely annoyingly,
the term 'rewire' is italicized every time it appears - a little bit of hype that cheapens the
substantiveness of the text. But whatever - these flaws don't eliminate from the usefulness of the
book if you are floundering around knowing you do not want to spend the next 25 years on the
golf course but aren't able to figure out what to do once you get the precious metal watch (ha!). It
was a great help to me and all I have given copies Don't plan pension without reading this book.It
was a great help to me and all I have given copies. Food for thought Utilized this book in a
retirement group that I was in. what to do once the office in no more the centerpiece. I'm delicate to
this idea of "I flunked retirement." So it's really worth examining passions, talents, activities, and
getting reassured that there surely is a lot to anticipate. My issue with this reserve is that it's sort of
formulaic; with the standard introductory chapters that go on a little too long, with "that can be done
it" philosophies. The complete book might have been about 30 pages lengthy. If it turned out I would
have given it a higher ranking. The one thing I don't relate with is that the folks the authors
interviewed for the publication are soon-to-be or retired extremely successful individuals who
probably made a lot of money and for that reason have the means to be particularly choosy in
what they will do within the next chapter.
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